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Abstract0"C"uekgpvkÝe"tgcfkpi"qh"vjg"vtcpuhqtocvkqpu"qh"Ocvgtc"uvctvkpi"htqo"vjg"
wtdcp"tg/cevkxcvkqp"kp"c"uqekcn"cpf"urcvkcn"rgturgevkxg"kp"kvu"pgkijdqwtjqqfu0"Vjg"
tgfgxgnqrogpv"qh"wtdcp"xqkfu"uvctvu"d{"vjg"ogvcrjqt"qh"vjg"geqnqikecn"pgvyqtm"
kp"cp"wtdcp"uecng"vq"wrfcvg"vjg"eqppgevkqp"u{uvgo"qh"qrgp"urcegu"kp"vjg"nkijv"
qh"pgy"rtcevkegu"cpf"Þqyu."hqt"cp"kppqxcvkxg"kfgc"qh"wtdcp"tguknkgpeg0"Vjg"mg{"
tqng"ku"tg/ugg"vjg"pgkijdqwtjqqf<"*k+"qp"c"nqecn"uecng."hqewukpi"qp"vjg"rtcevkegu"
cpf" ewuvqou." kp" vjg" egpvtg" nkmg" kp" vjg" kpfwuvtkcn" ctgcu." uvctvkpi" rtqeguugu" qh"
tgeqxgt{"cpf"tgwug"dwv"cnuq"qh"kppqxcvkqp"*vjcv"tguwnv"htqo"vjg"qrrqtvwpkv{"vq"dg"
vjg"Gwtqrgcp"Ecrkvcn"qh"Ewnvwtg"423;+="*kk+"qp"c"wtdcp"uecng"ykvj"vjg"vtcpukvkqp"
urceg"cpf"vjtgujqnf."kfgpvkh{kpi"vjqug"pcvwtcn"cpf"okpgtcn"ukipu"tgrtgugpvkpi"c"
vtcpukvkqp"qh"rqtqukv{0"Vjg"xcnwg"qh"vjg"ÐuwdwtduÑ"gpvgtu"cu"tg/uvctvkpi"hqt"tgdktvj"
qh"vjg"ekv{"rtqlgevu"eqwpvkpi"qp"vjg"etgcvkxkv{"qh"rtcevkegu"kpvq"vjg"qrgp"urcegu0"
Vjg"tghqtokuv"rtqlgev"qh"Ocvgtc"cu"qtkikpcn"Ðncdqtcvqt{Ñ"qh"ctejkvgevwtcn"cpf"
wtdcp"gzrgtkogpvu"ejcpigu0"Pgkijdqwtjqqfu"ygtg"dqtp"htqo"vjg"ucog"kfgc"qh"
ÐxkekpcvqÑ"*pgkijdqwt+"dwv"cfcrvgf"vq"c"pgy"uqekcn"kfgpvkv{."cdng"vq"yqtm"qp"
godt{qu"qh"eqoowpkv{."kp"vjg"ucog"yc{"kp"Xcngpekc"kp"yjkej"pcvwtcn"gngogpvu"
*Vwtkc+" ngcf" vq" tgfkueqxgt" vjg" ugpug" qh" dgnqpikpi" cpf" ocmkpi" eqoowpkv{0" Kp"
dqvj" ecugu." wtdcp" rqnkekgu" ctg" qtkgpvgf" vqyctfu" kppqxcvkxg" cpf" urqpvcpgqwu"
rtqeguugu"cdng"vq"ejcpig"vjg"wtdcp"crrtqcej"vq"c"ownvk/rwtrqug"ekv{"cnvjqwij"
tgrtgugpvcvkxg"qh"ewnvwtg"cpf"kfgpvkv{0
Mg{yqtfu<" Ocvgtc." Xcngpekc." Pgkijdqwtjqqf."
tgigpgtcvkqp."TgswcnkÝecvkqp"qh"wtdcp"xqkfu0

Wtdcp"

osmosis system, although strongly evocative
of a continuity of the urban green system.
In the following, we adopt, like system
of reading, the presentation of the main
characteristics of the individual cities,
respectively Matera and Valencia, and then
describe the analogies, derogations and, for
a better comprehension, the confrontation.
This comparison derives from the intrinsic
condition of the two cities focusing on the
conformation of space and practices that these
spaces receive; all to favour the sliding systems
(water, green, open spaces).

IIntroduction
Valencia and Matera are cities crossed by
mineral and natural rivers. On the one side,
there are the third most populated city of
Spain and, on the other side, there are a small
town in southern Italy that has known for its
unrepeatable urban shape, Sassi, which in the
last few years, has been proclaimed European
Capital of Culture 2019. The point of contact
between Valencia and Matera is their ecological
networks as multipurpose elements, generative
metaphors of the city and interpreters of a non-
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Hqt" vjg" ekv{" qh" Xcngpekc." vjg" eqpÝiwtcvkqp"
of space depends on the water but with the
difference represented by a stiffening of the
system, through the hydraulic transformations
that led to the deviation of the Turia watercourse
*Rncp" Uwt+0" Cp" korqtvcpv" gxgpv" kpÞwgpegu"
XcngpekcÓu"wtdcp"jkuvqt{<"vjg"Þqqfkpi"qh"3;790"
In the same period, the city lives an accelerated
growth of the population density. Demographic
growth, if a right planning did not support it
(providing to an increase of the infrastructure
with the simultaneous design of public
equipment) would have been problematic. The
propose of redevelopment of the riverbed, the
Plan Sur, initially was only an hydraulic project.
Uqqp." jqygxgt." vjg" oqfkÝecvkqpu." kpvtqfwegf"
in the urban structure, changes the layout of the
citys general plan. In fact, the Plan General de
Ordenación Urbana (general plan of the city
- from there referred as the PGOU) was
cfcrvgf"vq"Rncp"Uwt"cpf"ycu"fgÝpgf"c"ocetq/
plan of road and hydraulic infrastructure.
The plane becomes radio-centric space
oqfgn"ctvkewncvgf"hqt"ukz"tcfkcn"tqwvgu"cpf"Ýxg"
ektewnct"tkpi."vyq"qh"yjkej"ctg"jkuvqtke."vjg"Ýtuv"
above the ancient wall and the second for the
transit. Two transverse elements complete this
uvtwevwtg"ykvj"vjg"ockp"tqcf"czgu<"qpg"Þcpmkpi"
the ancient Turias riverbed, the other passing
the beach of Malvarosa.
Certainly, the decade of the 60s, can be
considered as that of the creation of the
metropolitan area of Valencia. The process of
change and transformation was double: the
central city grows (developing as a service
and coordination centre of the entire area)
and present an evolution of other activities. In
conclusion, this produced the consolidation of
the metropolitan scheme with the consequential
qxgtvwtpkpi"qh"vjg"Ýtuv"wtdcp"hqqvrtkpv0
For Matera, Sassi are a great waterless
hydrographic system. The Piano Regolatore
Generale, plan of the city by Luigi Piccinato
(from now, for simplicity, indicated with the
acronym PRG or Piccinato Piano) consider
the park system and the morphology of the
vgttkvqt{." hqt" vjg" Ýtuv" vkog" kp" 3;780" Vjg" RTI"
is prepared on the initiative of the Ministry
of Public Works with skeleton made up with
four new districts built for the displacement
of the Sassi, and the accomplishment of the

rural villages provided in the Piano generale
fk"dqpkÝec"fgn"vgttkvqtkq"eqowpcng"fk"OcvgtcÑ"
(masterplan for reconstruction of Matera
municipal area).
Main assumption of Materas plan is the
progress of the quality of life of residents
through revision, recovery and upgrading
of: caravans and pedestrian infrastructures,
provision of existing services, green areas with
the realization of equipped public spaces and
environmental recovery. In this new planning,
there are the transformation of the space also
based on the evolution of the inhabitants and
the users of it. Green is not a geometric system,
represented by the only planning of a regular
itkf"*g0i0"Dctk"qt"Dctegnqpc+."yjkej"kfgpvkÝgu"
the expansion of the city, but through the study
of the land morphology, following its natural
course.
Starting from the forms described above, the
work wants to explore the open space system of
the two cities, comparing them as connections
of nature streams and practices. This can help
to redesign an ecological network (as a way to
favour the connections of naturality in the city)
between urban and extra urban, but also how
to facilitate and improve social connection. It
is not enough to linger on the ground surfaces
present in the two cities, such as the Jardín
de Turia for Valencia and Gravina (with its
Murgia Materana Park) for Matera, but focus
to the forms of space identifying into the voids
the ideal-typical matrices of green, water and
open space.
Green represents the element of conjunction
of spaces, in all their form and size, inside
the city centre, in the peri-urban and e nearby
the agricultural area. It is watershed between
different landscapes. However, this kind of
spaces contains element that does not oppose
resistance and that can be crossing creating
seamless landscapes and ecological network.
The space is not really stiffening up and the
way to live them but calls for interactions with
the creation of new permeable squares.
Water is the element that connects and, in
its natural conformations, changes geography
and the way of living space (Plan Sur), creates
new forms of aggregation or marks a limit
(Gravina stream) to urban expansion and urban
crossing. Overcoming this limit is an important
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opportunity for tourist development of the
territory (Tibetan bridge).
In both cities, public space should not be
understood as the simple residual of dense
industrial urbanization. Neither it must be
eqpÝpgf" qpn{" vq" tqcf" hcdtke." vq" c" hgy" dcpf"
spaces, to the edge of the urban fabric, but
it should represent a constituent element of
fringe of naturality. Therefore, it is necessary
to look at it as a continuous, articulated and
integrated system that develops from the scale
of vicinato relations (neighbourhood) to the
scale of large environmental systems. This
helps to promote the spread of the enjoyability
of public spaces to the whole community and
to raise up the urban quality; also through their
unusual and creative use, that offers a new and
alternative city vision.

that identify the public-private dimension
kp" vjg" ekv{Óu" urcvkcn" ctgcu=" kkk+" xqkf/vq/Ýnn"
that suggests methodological proposals and
possible lines of intervention; iv) regenerated
spaces that identify rehabilitated areas but not
completely solved because they are not the
result of a participated urban planning;
We studied the public city through a
eqpegrvwcnk¦cvkqp" vjcv" ycu" cdng" vq" fgÝpg"
character and set of common problems. The
proposal consists in a reading of the open
space and, from a visual analysis of the
neighbourhoods, we see space dimensions,
focusing on parameters such as size, distance
and permeability.
The subdivision based on the size concerns
the activities. Extra-Small or Small spaces
are proximity spaces where activities doesnt
exist; but this doesnt mean that the Medium or
Large spaces are structured in a way to favour
vjcv"dgecwug"cnuq"vjcv"ecp"jcxg"cp{"ukipkÝecpv"
critical issues.
The parameter distance between the
various spaces leads to the consideration of
neighbourhood relations in a way to link the
activities that develop in them. This creates a
network of spaces and underline the possible
preferential routes. We shouldnt think that
the transversal element, that marks the city,
lwuvkÝgu"vjg"pqv/rtgugpeg"qh"uocnn"qrgp"urcegu"
because, in each area, that kind are necessary
to facilitate the creation of a system made of
punctual elements.
Permeability parameter represents the
texture of space in a gradient that expresses
a percentage of the amount of impermeable,
semi-permeable and permeable elements that
rises to interpretive categories, which express
the opportunities and the problems in function
of their correct fruition.
Next stop is a depth study in which we can
read the various returns of the idea of liveability of open space, through the study of
some examples.
These spaces read the taxonomies, roles and
rgthqtocpegu"vq"Ýpf"c"pgy"eqppgevkqp"dgvyggp"
modern, contemporary and historic city; going
beyond the intended uses, but considering
suggestions that can better articulate the living
conditions to live in the contemporaneity, the
community, and the neighbourhood.

Methodology
The method is a comparison, in the urban
design, of two cities, Valencia and Matera,
between open spaces, urban texture and natural
morphologies. The methodology approach
is urban planning considering the space of
practice.
For Valencia, we start from a historical and
urban reconstruction where the processes that
led to the evolution of the city were studied,
focusing on the correlation between existing
urban space and new forms of expansion.
Space value is important because it binds
vq" vjg" uk¦g" qh" pcvwtcn" cpf" cpvjtqrke" Þqyu0"
For this reason, starting from the comparison
between full-empty in urban areas, we develop
a taxonomy of urban texture, identifying
permeable, semi-permeable and impermeable
spaces.
The complexity of public spaces is
evaluated in the intrinsic conditions of
relationships, in quantities and traces due to
Þqyu" qh" kpÞwgpeg" cpf." dcugf" qp" vjg" tguwnvu."
is performed a grouping of spaces similar
by form with different attitudes or not really
appreciated for their quality, but referenced in
the neighbourhoods.
EncuukÝecvkqp"eqpukfgtu"urcegu"itqwrgf"kpvq<"
k+"ncpfuecrgu"uwthceg"vjcv"tgeqpÝiwtg"cp"wtdcp"
area through the green; ii) proximity spaces
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of other kind of spaces. An impressive range
that evokes that of Matera neighbourhood. In
fact, Matera from the Gravina to the Ecological
Network, through the new Sassi, is a city with
a large amount of green peri-urban and urban,
poorly connected to equipment that allow
the slow circulation. Stream and Murgia can
become places to cross, connections to the city,
new urban rivers and green axes. Everything is
vq"eqorgpucvg"vjg"kpghÝekgpe{"qh"qrgp"urcegu."
which stop the concreting of the soil, taking
advantage of these elements as an opportunity
for development of green and slow mobility.
The citys forms for Matera and Valencia are
the result of the correlation between the existing
urban space and the new forms of expansion in
a biunivocal correspondence that sees, on the
qpg" jcpf." vjg" fgÝpkvkqp" qh" pgy" ceewowncvkqp"
centres and, on the other, the consolidation of
the historical town.
In the case of Valencia, the city evolved
ceeqtfkpi" vq" fgrgpfgpe{" etkvgtkc." urgekÝecnn{"
hqnnqykpi" tcokÝecvkqp" rtqeguu" vjcv" ucy"
the explosion of new spaces. In fact, the
city recorded an exponential urban growth,
determined by the substantial industrial
fgxgnqrogpv." yjkej" jcf" c" ukipkÝecpv" korcev"
on the subsequent evolution of the territory. In
particular, in the last sixty years, Valencia grew
ukipkÝecpvn{"kp"c"tcfkcn"yc{."dtqcfgpkpi"kvugnh"
almost spreading in all directions. The form the
city is that we know today.
As regards, Materas urban development
follows the criteria of articulation according
to a expansion for decentralized cores. The 
Legge Speciale per lo sfollamento dei Sassi
(special law for the evacuation of Sassis area)
imposed at two-thirds of the inhabitants to
leave their homes due to unhealthy conditions.
A painful process, however, that led to the
birth of new neighbourhoods designed by
important architects (Ludovico Quaroni, Carlo
Aymonino, Luigi Piccinato), making Matera an
exclusive laboratory of architectural and urban
experimentation. The new districts tell the
story of a new city. Spine Bianche, La Martella,
Serra Venerdì and Borgo Venusio give a new
method of doing architecture making the city a
Ýgnf"qh"uqekqnqikecn"kpxguvkicvkqpu."dghqtg."cpf"
planning proposals, then. The rebirth of the city
result more evident with the conquest of the

For Matera, we made a similar work starting
from an urban study and focusing on the role
of the historic suburbs. The following study
develops in several strictly connected and
fgrgpfgpv"rjcugu0"Vjg"Ýtuv"ku"c"rwpevwcn"tgnkgh"
of the existing, focusing on: settlement system,
urban structure and open spaces (intended as
soil quality).
Then there is a critical comparison phase
with plan predictions through an analysis of
what is planned and/or is implemented by
urbanistic plans and projects on a peri-urban,
urban and district scale (Carta Idrologica and
Carta di uso del suolo contained in Piano
Strutturale Comunale, Sistema del Verde e
della Mobilità Lenta contained in Regolamento
Urbanistico).
Following there is an investigation about
qrgp"urceg"rtcevkegu"ejqqukpi"uqog"ukipkÝecpv"
and doing hearing and practice analysis to get a
complete description helpful for the last phase
of project imaginary.
The assumption of this logic is regeneration
from which start with sustainable and equitable
projects from environmental and social point
of view. We try to use this study to improve
the quality of open spaces through an operative
ecological network. With it, the natural sign
eqpÝiwtgu" vjg" ekv{." hqnnqykpi" vjg" Ýdtg" qh"
the territory in a continuous rediscovery
of elements that overcome the rigidity of
urbanization in the light of habitability and
comfort of open spaces.

Measurement and analysis
Starting from the method used, the results
obtained share landscape relationships, new
town planning choices, city forms and public
space.
To build landscape relations and new urban
planning choices, in a city like Valencia,
the river becomes urban material losing its
power of element of nature, to build landscape
relationships and new town planning choices,
and creating a crossroad that is represented by
Jardin de Turia: green space, generating axes
for the road map, vertebra and centre of the
city. However, the creation of this element is
not enough to provide for the requirements
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city Heritage Unesco Designation in 2009 that
leads to the idea of Matera, resilient cities
and those same spaces become an attempt to
qualify urban voids.
In general, the shape of the city changes
in the local and urban sphere, according to a
contribution that, locally, sees neighbourhoods
playing a key role, focusing on their practices
and uses, and introducing processes of
recovery, reuse and innovation derived from
generational and anthropic transformation of
the cities.
The open space of the public city, for Valencia
and Matera, can sometimes appear inconvenient
or a stand-alone system within the archipelago
of settlements that constitute the contemporary
urban void. The differentiation of contexts
forces, however, to pay particular attention to
the open space created by the modern city in
the last century, which has changed its role,
progressively, expanding and emerging, like
choice consequent to the character private
and public of independent building volumes.
The public-private correlation generates the
concave and convex interpretative categories
uggp"cu"eqpegrvwcn"Ýiwtgu"vjcv"jgnr"vq"tgytkvg"
vjg" urceg" htqo" vjg" tgfgÝpkvkqp" qh" jcdkvcvu/
forms, helping to read the dimensions of
interior and exterior as city conditions: emptyfull, urban margins-deep signs.
The empty one, for example, assumes value
in relation to the full one as a connection
between the urban parts. In other words,
empty-space gains sense in how to relate to
vjg"hwnn."fgÝpkpi"vjg"oqfgu"qh"wug."vkogu"cpf"
frequencies that support it and hosting new
practices.
Empty space, therefore, becomes a positive
category of space, capable of helping the
interpretation of the city over its public and
semi-public parts. In the urban sphere, empty
space establishes two modes of relationships:
the space between the parcelling houses and
the pertinence space of streets and public
buildings, which is more open and porous.
On an extra-urban scale, the empty gives to
vjg"ekv{"vjg"qrrqtvwpkv{"vq"fgÝpg"ncpf"rtqlgev"
through the theme of transition from city to
countryside and urban borders to peri-urban
space, elaborating the meaning of this passage
through better planning of urban signs.

Conclusion
The public city is an opportunity to re-valuate
the role of open space and the future scenarios
of urban regeneration, on the one side as an
inner resource, on the other side as a possible
occasion of crossing and encounter by different
urban populations.
These hypothetical future projects based on
development of possible ecological networks
vjcv" cfxcpvcig" pcvwtcn" cpf" cpvjtqrke" Þqyu"
and give sense to the public space. For this
reason, looking at the spaces that take part in
the concave-convex comparison, they can be
considered respectively like elements of the
network: the primary connections (represented
by the tree system and the ecological corridors)
and the secondary ones (the stepping-stones
that localize the passage from one system to
another). The ecological network has the role
of making the city more permeable (from
itggp" eqttkfqtu." vq" pcvwtcn" okitcvqt{" Þqyu."
to agricultural naturalness), but, above all, it
shows the potential of population movement
inside the open spaces and habitable greenery,
etgcvkpi" Þqyu" qh" pcvwtcnpguu" cpf" cevkqpu" vjcv"
accentuate the identity of the spaces.
In view of an open space development, its
necessary enter in consonance with practices
and their actions is essential to grasp the
meaning, inside the friction between physical
and social space, of the daily experience
that has been lost with modernity and which
represents the concept to which aim most of
recent projects.
The way to rethink on spaces generates a
series of strategies that lead to the consideration
of public space as the one the inhabitants
experience. There are breakthrough strategies
that create discontinuity elements in open
space perimeters. These elements break,
with the punctual opening operations, the
border between the public neighbourhood
and the urban context. In other cases, there
are reactivation strategies of transition space,
by intensifying the use character through
overlapping jobs or by temporarily adoption of
spaces that do not cover a continuous cycle.
All this leads to say that open space does
not only have a predominant identity, but in
some cases, has the potential to make available
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spaces to occupation phenomena or do-it{qwtugnhÑ" rtcevkegu" vjcv" tgfgÝpg" tgncvkqpujkru"
and possibility of use in the different ways
of restitution of perceptual continuity or of
crossing the open space.
To do this, it is necessary to take an
investigation, sometimes subjective, focused
to what there are in the area, to the equipment
and to the traces that the social practices leave.
All this, for the purpose to understanding the
requests to give technically relevant answers
cpf"vq"fgÝpg"vjg"rquukdng"kppqxcvkxg"vtgcvogpvu0
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